
SON OF SATAN
Identity: Daimon Hellstrom

Side: Good Sex: Male 

Experience: 55,000 Level: 10th 

Age: 27 Training: +1 Damage with Sword HTH Combat

Powers:

1. Body Power (Soulfire): Hellstrom can generate hellfire from his own Darksoul which he expells from his 
fingers. This mystical energy causes excruciating pain within living beings through direct contact of a person's 
life force. The soulfire did not physically burn in the sense that true fire does, and he could project soulfire as a 
concussive blast of force. Attacks as Power Blast. Range 24”, does 1d12 damage, PR 2 per blast.

Hellstrom can also channel his soulfire to heal himself or others (upon touch). For every 3 PR spent, he 
can heal 1d6 hit points and 2d6 points of power. It takes an action to heal. This spell cannot replace missing 
body parts.

2. Flame Power: Hellstrom can summon normal fire from his hands. Range 48”, does 1d12 damage, PR 3 per 
attack.

3. Heightened Endurance B: +16

4. Heightened Senses: Hellstrom can sense the presence of the supernatural/magic within a radius of 20”.

5. Heightened Strength A: +4

6. Magical Spells: Hellstrom can perform the following spell:

a. Exorcism: Within a range of 2”, Daimon can release any possessed being from any external demonic 
domination with 90% chance of success. He can attempt to exorcise any non-demonic possession but then 
the chance of success is only 30%. Once the demon (or being) is exorcised, it is immediately teleported to its 
home dimension (original location). PR cost of 4/attempt.

7. Special Weapon (Netheranium Trident): Hellstrom wields a trident made of Netheranium which is a 
''psychosensitive'' metal found only in Mephisto's extradimensional realm. As such, the trident has a structural 
rating of 25. When used in HTH combat, it is +3 to hit and does HTH + 1d8 damage. The trident also has the 
following additional abilities:

a. Extend/Enhance Soulfire: Should Hellstrom use his Soulfire ability while holding the trident, or if 
necessary from the soul of anyone in contact with his trident, he gains a +4 bonus to hit, the range is 
extended to 48”, and the damage is increased to 2d12. The PR cost remains the same as his Body Power 
(should he use the soul of another touching the trident, they pay 4 PR per blast). His healing ability is doubled
when used with his trident.

b. Flight: By projecting a steady stream of soulfire away from the tips of the trident, he can create a mystical 
jet of flame which provide him enough thrust to get airborne. Maximum airspeed is 132” (30 mph), PR 1 per 
half hour of flight. After a half hour flight, he is forced to land.

c. Heightened Senses: The trident allows Hellstrom to detect demons with 90% accuracy. 

d. Summon Demonic Chariot: The trident can all forth a fiery chariot drawn by three flying demonic horses, 
known as Hecate, Agnon and Set (cost 2 PR to summon). The chariot was originally the property of “Satan,” 
but the Son of Satan stole it from him. The chariot and the horses remain in an extra-dimensional netherworld
until summoned. The horses obey his verbal commands. Should the horses be “killed,” they will returned to 
their  extra-dimensional netherworld and can be summoned again after 24 hours have passed.

Weight: Agility: Ferocity: Hits: Accuracy: Damage: Power: Movement Rates:
1200 12 17 50 each +3 1d12 + 6 82 200, 666 flying

Weakness – Low Self-Control: Hellstrom's demonic nature sometimes get the best of him. Should he be in an 
extremely stressful situation or angered, or under the direct idomination of a greater demon, he must make an 
Intelligence check on d20 to avoid losing control. as long as Hellstrom is wearing his metal wristbands that are 
enscribed with an ankh, ge gains a +2 bonus to the roll (+1 per each wristband). Should he fail the roll, his 
Darksoul has taken complete control. During this period, any base damage caused by Hellstrom is automatically 
doubled; his side switches to Evil (with corresponding changes in Charisma Modifiers), and he has no love, 
mercy, and will kill without hesitation. Should his Darksoul take control, he can try to revert back to his human 
form inbetween turns by making another Intelligence check on d20 with a -1 penalty for turn spent under the 
control of his Darksoul (to a maximum penalty of -6). 



Weakness – Special Requirement: As the Son of Satan, Hellstrom possesses supernatural powers derived 
from his "Darksoul," a demonic counterpart to his human soul, which physically manifested itself in the 
pentagram-shaped birthmark on his chest. It takes only an action to activate his Darksoul at no PR cost. He is 
able to magically change into his demonic costume at will be extending the middle three fingers of each hand in 
the shape of a trident, concentrating, and letting his soulfire engulf his body. This process takes only a phase to 
occur.

Height: 6' 1" Weight: 180 lbs. 

Basic Hits: 4 Agility Mod: Nil 

Strength: 18 Endurance: 30 

Agility: 16 Intelligence: 15 

Charisma: 14 Reactions from:   Good: +1     Evil: -1

Hit Mod. (1.6) (3.8) (1.6) (1.2) = 12.6 Hit Points: 63

Damage Mod.: +2 Healing Rate: 3.5

Accuracy: +2 Power: 82 

Carrying Capacity: 795 lbs. Basic HTH Damage: 1d8

Movement Rates: 67" ground.

Det. Hidden: 10% Det. Danger: 14% 

Inventing Points: 15.0 Inventing (45%): 

To Hit (Unarmed HTH): +2 Damage (Unarmed HTH): 1d8 + 2

To Hit (Trident HTH): +8 Damage (Trident HTH): 2d8 + 5

To Hit (Soulfire/Power Blast): +2 Damage (Soulfire/Power Blast): 1d12 + 5

To Hit (Trident Soulfire/PB): +6 Damage (Trident Soulfire/PB): 2d12 + 5

To Hit (Flame Power): +2 Damage (Flame Power): 1d12 + 2

Knowledge Areas: Demonology, Mysticism/Occult & Theology. 

Origin and Background: (American) The Hell-Lords have long desired to sire a child with a human woman for 
use as a gateway to gain further power. A demon calling himself "Satan" took human form and established the 
trappings of a mortal life for himself near Fire Lake, Massachusetts. Keeping his true identity a secret, he 
married a young woman, Victoria Wingate. Daimon was born to the "Hellstroms" a year later with a strange 
pentagram-shaped birthmark on his chest. His sister, Satana, was born when Daimon was three.

When Hellstrom was a young adolescent, Victoria interrupted a ritual sacrifice "Satan" had staged in 
their basement involving the participation of Satana. Traumatized to the point of hysteria, Victoria was 
institutionalized. She eventually regained enough of her sanity to write a full diary describing her life with the 
demon before she died. Hellstrom and his sister meanwhile were placed in separate orphanages, and "Satan" 
disappeared to his netherworld domain, where he eventually brought Satana.

Hellstrom ultimately entered a monastery, hoping to become a priest. Shortly before being ordained, 
however, Hellstrom received legal notification of his inheritance of his father's house, where he found his 
mother's diary and learned the truth about his birth. At that point, "Satan", aware of his son's new knowledge, 
directed him telepathically through the house's secret basement interdimensional passageway to the demon's 
netherworld domain, or "Hell". Hellstrom's father beseeched his son to disregard his mother's diary's warnings 
and serve him in Hell. However, when "Satan" transported Hellstrom back to Earth, Hellstrom decided to 
dedicate himself to fighting his father's evil. He immediately returned to Hell in an attempt to battle "Satan". 
Although he failed to defeat "Satan" outright, Hellstrom managed to pit many of "Satan's" slaves against their 
master as well as to steal the satanic trident of "Satan" and a demon-drawn chariot before returning to Earth. 
Hellstrom also discovered the powers of the Darksoul that he had inherited from his father. He declared himself 
the Son of Satan, and for the next several years battled many manifestations of demonic evil on Earth as well as 
other realms.

During this period, the Son of Satan maintained his civilian identity of occult expert Daimon Hellstrom 
and was a visiting specialist professor at a St. Louis college. Hellstrom battled many adversaries of his father, 
and he even battled his sister, Satana, who had become a succubus. On several occasions, Hellstrom aided 
other heroes in occult battle, including the Ghost Rider. He became affiliated with the hero team Defenders in 
their battles with demonic possessions and threats, eventually becoming a member. During his Defenders 



membership, Daimon Hellstrom met and fell in love with his teammate Hellcat.

It was during this period, too, that he finally confronted his father and defeated him. Shortly afterward, 
the Son of Satan declared himself triumphant over his father and his father's influence. Then, the Miracle Man, a 
superhumanly powered criminal who had masqueraded as a monk, stole the Darksoul from Hellstrom in battle. 
The Miracle Man himself was subsequently defeated and the Darksoul was return to Daimon. Daimon has 
accepted his heritage and maintains control over it through his force of will and the presence of metal wristbands
each enscribed with an ankh.

Daimon Hellstrom thereupon married Hellcat and the couple left the Defenders, moving to San 
Francisco. He and his wife soon earned a reputation as supernatural investigators based there. Hellstrom 
continued to publish regularly in scholarly occult journals and became considered a leading demonologist. When
needed, Daimon Hellstrom would become the Son of Satan so he can battle supernatural menaces. 

After such a public battle, he has returned to the life of a costume adventurer along with his wife. He and
his wife were amongst the heroes that became the New Champions, when they stopped a cult dedicated to 
Tiamat, an Mesopotamian primordial chaos goddess. The cult attempted to turn Los Angeles into a Chaos Pit 
where demons from another dimension would rule on earth under the control of Tiamet herself.  

Occupation: Former priest, demonologist, exorcist, now adventurer

Identity: Hellstrom was not known by the general public to have demonic parentage. Few call him Son of Statan

Legal Status: Citizen of the United States with no criminal record

Former Aliases: None

Place of Birth: Greentown, Massaachusetts

Marital Status: Married

Known Relatives: Patricia “Patsy” Walker (alias Hellcat, wife), “Satan” (father), Victoria (mother, deceased), 
Satana (sister, deceased)

Group Affiliation: Former member of the Defenders, current member of the New Champions

Base of Operations: Los Angeles

First Appearance: MARVEL SPOTLIGHT #12

Hair: Red  Eyes: Blue

Training Bonuses: (2) +1 Damage with Soulfire; (3) +1 Accuracy with Trident HTH Combat; (4) +1 Damage with
Trident HTH Combat; (5) +1 Damage with Soulfire; (6) +1 Accuracy with Trident HTH Combat; (7) +1 Damage 
with Trident HTH Combat; (8) +1 Damage with Soulfire; (9) +1 Accuracy with Trident HTH Combat; (10) +1 
Damage with Trident HTH Combat.


